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Introduction
This Guide is written for the manager in charge of developing and implementing a
Champion Program. It contains a thorough checklist of what you — the Program
Leader —  need to do and links to resources that you can customize and use in your
Champion Program. The Guide also includes materials you can use to train your
Champions, as well as guidance and materials to help them excel in their role.

The focus of this Guide is building and sustaining an effective Champion Program
regardless of the specific compliance issue you are seeking to address. The
guidance, checklists, and materials are designed to be applicable to any issue. In
each section, we have included special considerations for the following specific
issues:

 An effective Champion Program must embrace the philosophy of continual
improvement because the challenges are always evolving, there are always new
people in your company, and the Champions themselves are always changing.   
The continual improvement framework of Plan-Do-Check-Act is the basis for
organizing this guide . 

Given the unprecedented situation created by the global COVID-19 pandemic, we
have included special considerations for the role of Champions in the remote
workplace and the hybrid office/remote workplace. 

 Regardless of whether your company calls them Advocates or Liaisons or
Champions, these people play a critical role in embedding compliance into how your
company operates and creating a culture of compliance.  

--

Data Privacy
Anti-Bribery and Corruption

Information Governance
Environmental, Social & Governance (ESG)

Click on the Plan-Do-
Check-Act links in the
footer of any page to
get to any step at any
point in the document.

Plan        Do      Check      Act   
--

https://beacon.by/dashboard/ebooks-edit/138188#/pages/1232389
https://beacon.by/dashboard/ebooks-edit/138188#/pages/1369313
https://beacon.by/dashboard/ebooks-edit/138188#/pages/1369400
https://beacon.by/dashboard/ebooks-edit/138188#/pages/1369430
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PLAN

Planning is the critical first step, but
don’t make the mistake of over-

planning. No matter how thorough
your initial plan is, accept the fact

that it will evolve when put into
action. That’s the point of the Plan-

Do-Check-Act cycle of continual
improvement. 

Here we provide guidance to walk
you through the planning process
and links to resources you can use

to build your own Champion
Program. 

Plan        Do      Check      Act   

https://beacon.by/dashboard/ebooks-edit/138188#/pages/1232389
https://beacon.by/dashboard/ebooks-edit/138188#/pages/1369313
https://beacon.by/dashboard/ebooks-edit/138188#/pages/1369400
https://beacon.by/dashboard/ebooks-edit/138188#/pages/1369430
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Champion Program Overview

Purpose

Scope

Review the points below and then use the resource to define your Champion
Program. We have provided a resource that covers all of the points in the Plan
stage. You can use it to build your Champion Program plan to present to Senior
Management for approval.

To broadly raise awareness of the compliance issue, influence the behavior of
the people and the culture of the organization, and help embed compliance in
how people do their jobs. 

Tip: As you develop your overview, be specific about the compliance issue(s)
and how the Champion Program will support your company’s mission and
code of conduct.

Ideally there is a Champion in each major functional department and each
geographic location. 

Tip: It may make sense to start with a pilot program in certain high-risk
departments or locations and go through the Plan-Do-Check-Act (PDCA)
cycle with the pilot. You can learn from the pilot and then scale the
Champion Program. 

--

Access the slide deck with addi�onal
resources and templates for Stage 1:
PLAN      

Plan        Do      Check      Act   

https://bela.ethisphere.com/resource/champion-plan-template
https://beacon.by/dashboard/ebooks-edit/138188#/pages/1232389
https://beacon.by/dashboard/ebooks-edit/138188#/pages/1369313
https://beacon.by/dashboard/ebooks-edit/138188#/pages/1369400
https://beacon.by/dashboard/ebooks-edit/138188#/pages/1369430
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Champion Program Overview (continued)

Risks to Manage

Core Functions for the Program

Your Champion Program will be more effective if it is clear about what risks are
most important to address. Risks that are common to all issues include:

Tip: Look at the Special Considerations at the end of this section for typical
risks for each compliance issue. 

--

Lack of awareness of the issue and
its importance to the company
Lack of employees knowing their
role and responsibility 
Lack of visible commitment by
senior and middle managers

Policies and procedures from HQ
that are impractical
Siloed compliance function
Existence of a “work-around” culture
Special risks related to remote work

Support the compliance staff 
Cascade the training using a train-
the-trainer approach
Create a feedback loop from the
departments and locations to the
Program Leader

Localize the policies, procedures,
and communications based on
risks and conditions
Expand the network of committed
executives 

Plan        Do      Check      Act   

https://beacon.by/dashboard/ebooks-edit/138188#/pages/1232389
https://beacon.by/dashboard/ebooks-edit/138188#/pages/1369313
https://beacon.by/dashboard/ebooks-edit/138188#/pages/1369400
https://beacon.by/dashboard/ebooks-edit/138188#/pages/1369430
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Your Role as the Champion Program Leader

Your role is to manage the Program through the Plan-Do-Check-Act
cycle of continual improvement. Here is a checklist of some specific
tasks along the way.  

▢ Define the Champion’s role and responsibility 

▢ Understand what needs to be global for consistency and what
needs to be localized for effectiveness 

▢ Establish the Champion Program metrics

▢ Obtain Senior Management support and approvals

▢ Engage the Senior Leaders in each function or location

▢ Recruit, select, and train the Champions

▢ Develop the “master” training materials for the Champion to
localize and use

▢ Monitor the Program

▢ Modify the Program based on feedback

▢ Report to Senior Management on the Program’s effectiveness

--

Plan        Do      Check      Act   

https://beacon.by/dashboard/ebooks-edit/138188#/pages/1232389
https://beacon.by/dashboard/ebooks-edit/138188#/pages/1369313
https://beacon.by/dashboard/ebooks-edit/138188#/pages/1369400
https://beacon.by/dashboard/ebooks-edit/138188#/pages/1369430
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Your Role as a Champion

Being a Champion is not a major time commitment, but ideally it is
something that is recognized as part of the Champion's job
responsibility. The amount of time required will vary week to week, but
try to scope their role so it will not exceed one hour per week on
average. Of course, in part the amount of time depends on how much
their Champion role overlaps with their job. 

▢ Conduct training on the related issue in their sphere of influence

▢ Assess the compliance risk based on the function and location

▢ Localize policies, procedures, and training with their leadership
and you, the Program Leader

▢ Track local regulations and conditions

▢ Monitor adherence to policies and related behavior

▢ Act as the primary “point person” for questions

▢ Build awareness for how and where to report a concern

▢ Report on implementation to:
▢  You (Champion Program Leader)

▢  Senior Leader in their department/location 

▢ Lead by example to showcase the desired behavior

--

Plan        Do      Check      Act   

https://beacon.by/dashboard/ebooks-edit/138188#/pages/1232389
https://beacon.by/dashboard/ebooks-edit/138188#/pages/1369313
https://beacon.by/dashboard/ebooks-edit/138188#/pages/1369400
https://beacon.by/dashboard/ebooks-edit/138188#/pages/1369430
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Company Examples
Here is an example from BELA member company Eaton showing how
the role of Data Privacy and Protection (DPP) Champion is defined.

The following four images from BELA member company Teradata show
how they defined the role of the Champion to the various audiences in
their organization .

--

Plan        Do      Check      Act   

https://beacon.by/dashboard/ebooks-edit/138188#/pages/1232389
https://beacon.by/dashboard/ebooks-edit/138188#/pages/1369313
https://beacon.by/dashboard/ebooks-edit/138188#/pages/1369400
https://beacon.by/dashboard/ebooks-edit/138188#/pages/1369430
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--

Plan        Do      Check      Act   

https://beacon.by/dashboard/ebooks-edit/138188#/pages/1232389
https://beacon.by/dashboard/ebooks-edit/138188#/pages/1369313
https://beacon.by/dashboard/ebooks-edit/138188#/pages/1369400
https://beacon.by/dashboard/ebooks-edit/138188#/pages/1369430
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Champion Program Structure

Review the points in this section and then use the resource s and
templates for stage one to structure your Champion Program.

Tip: An effective Champion Program has three legs (like a stool):
Senior Leader, Champion, and you (Champion Program Leader).

Establishing open two-way communication channels is one of the goals
of a Champion Program —  and a hallmark of an effective program.
Here’s a diagram showing the ideal communication flow.  

--

Plan        Do      Check      Act   

https://bela.ethisphere.com/resource/champion-plan-template
https://beacon.by/dashboard/ebooks-edit/138188#/pages/1232389
https://beacon.by/dashboard/ebooks-edit/138188#/pages/1369313
https://beacon.by/dashboard/ebooks-edit/138188#/pages/1369400
https://beacon.by/dashboard/ebooks-edit/138188#/pages/1369430
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▢ Identify the position type and level for the Champions — they need to
be senior enough to have access and authority in their sphere

▢ Identify the appropriate Senior Leader in each function or location 

▢ Determine the number of Champions
▢ Locations —  corporate HQ, regions, countries —  starting with high

risk

▢ Function (department) —  ultimately you need cross-functional
support, but you can start with high-risk functions and functions
core to the addressing the related compliance issue

Tip: Within a department, think about the specific compliance issues
raised by the function of the department. 

▢ Determine the level of commitment needed from the Champions 

 Tip: This will be needed to get approval to roll out the Program.  

▢ Duration of the Champion role —  suggested duration is two years, as
this allows enough time to become comfortable with the role;
rotating the role helps to create even more awareness as new people
become Champions.  

--

Plan        Do      Check      Act   

https://beacon.by/dashboard/ebooks-edit/138188#/pages/1232389
https://beacon.by/dashboard/ebooks-edit/138188#/pages/1369313
https://beacon.by/dashboard/ebooks-edit/138188#/pages/1369400
https://beacon.by/dashboard/ebooks-edit/138188#/pages/1369430
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Here is an example of how BELA member company Royal Caribbean Cruise Lines
structured their Champion Program with a strong emphasis on cross-functional
involvement.   

--

Plan        Do      Check      Act   

https://beacon.by/dashboard/ebooks-edit/138188#/pages/1232389
https://beacon.by/dashboard/ebooks-edit/138188#/pages/1369313
https://beacon.by/dashboard/ebooks-edit/138188#/pages/1369400
https://beacon.by/dashboard/ebooks-edit/138188#/pages/1369430
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Criteria for Selecting Champions

Here are some guidelines for selecting an effective Champion. Some
companies decide to identify possible candidates and then see if they
want to become a Champion. Some companies go through an open
application process and let people apply to be Champions. There is no
“right” way. What is best for your company may be based on the scope
of your Champion Program and the number of potentially qualified
candidates. 

Regardless of whether you choose "selection" or "application," you
need to establish criteria. Here’s a list to get you thinking. (In Stage 2, we
include resources you can use to announce your Program and recruit
Champions.)   

▢ Able to effectively communicate and influence behavior —  most important
attribute

▢ Familiar with the issue’s subject matter —  deep expertise not needed

▢ Familiar with local culture and issues

▢ Understand related legal issues — but does not need to be a lawyer

▢ Able to understand and bridge the operating needs of the company with
compliance requirements

▢ Practical problem solver

▢ Empathy for people trying to do their job and meet compliance
expectations

--

Plan        Do      Check      Act   

https://beacon.by/dashboard/ebooks-edit/138188#/pages/1232389
https://beacon.by/dashboard/ebooks-edit/138188#/pages/1369313
https://beacon.by/dashboard/ebooks-edit/138188#/pages/1369400
https://beacon.by/dashboard/ebooks-edit/138188#/pages/1369430
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Who Should Be a Compliance Champion

When establishing a Compliance Champion network, it should be
representative of your company’s operations —  functionally,
geographically, and with a particular focus on areas where risk may be
higher based on responsibilities or where resources are often needed to
support implementation of various initiatives. 

▢ Cross-section of all primary departments (for example, Operations, Finance,
Human Resources, Information Technology, Legal, Marketing)  

▢ Individuals with a sufficient level of decision-making authority, with
exposure to Senior Leadership and the ability to coordinate and deploy
related resources  

Tip: In some organizations, these may be Senior Managers or Directors; in
others, they could be Vice Presidents or similar.  Generally, Senior Vice
Presidents and above should assist in overseeing the related program from a
governance perspective as "Senior Leaders" but would not be leveraged as
Champions.  

▢ Individuals with strong business or practice acumen and the ability to
understand the implications of legal requirements and risks on the
company’s operations  

▢ Individuals with a high degree of engagement and responsiveness 

▢ Individuals demonstrating exemplary ethical conduct and positive company
cultural behaviors 

▢ Individuals familiar with local cultures and practices 

▢ Individuals with a strong ability to innovate, influence, and help overcome
“roadblocks” to facilitate process enhancements 

--

Plan        Do      Check      Act   

https://beacon.by/dashboard/ebooks-edit/138188#/pages/1232389
https://beacon.by/dashboard/ebooks-edit/138188#/pages/1369313
https://beacon.by/dashboard/ebooks-edit/138188#/pages/1369400
https://beacon.by/dashboard/ebooks-edit/138188#/pages/1369430
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Here are two examples of how BELA member companies structured
their Champion Program related to data privacy and integrated the
Champions into the organizational structure.  The first example is from
Royal Caribbean Cruise Lines and the second is from FedEx.

--

Plan        Do      Check      Act   

https://beacon.by/dashboard/ebooks-edit/138188#/pages/1232389
https://beacon.by/dashboard/ebooks-edit/138188#/pages/1369313
https://beacon.by/dashboard/ebooks-edit/138188#/pages/1369400
https://beacon.by/dashboard/ebooks-edit/138188#/pages/1369430
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Special Considerations in Champion
Selection for Speci�ic Topics
Where a Champion program is focused on a particular topic, additional factors
should be considered, such as those below, to ensure the Champions are best
equipped to support the success of the program.

--

Data Privacy 

▢ Involvement in database marketing or working with any third-party activities
requiring permissions  

▢ Familiarity with analytics functions that require input from employee or customer
personal data sources  

▢ Knowledge of basic elements of more stringent and detailed privacy laws (e.g.:
GDPR, CCPA)   

▢  Experience in appropriately securing personal information under data privacy
laws

▢  Knowledge of the primary data privacy risks your company faces 

Anti-Corruption

▢ Knowledge of geographic locations that are higher risk according to established
country risk rankings (example: Corruption Perception Index ranking from
Transparency International)  

▢ Familiarity with corruption risks of higher risk business operations (e.g. business
development, sales, procurement, obtaining licenses and permits) 

▢ Experience with, or knowledge of, basic accounting and financial controls for
managing disbursements 

▢  Familiarity with how third-parties are screened, selected and on-boarded

▢  Knowledge of the primary corruption risks your company faces

Plan        Do      Check      Act   

https://us-east-2.protection.sophos.com/?d=transparency.org&u=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cudHJhbnNwYXJlbmN5Lm9yZy9lbi9jcGk=&e=Y3JhaWcubW9zc0BldGhpc3BoZXJlLmNvbQ==&h=8f13baa088504f2280e946ec491639f8&t=Y2oxYWpESUdPbFRpNms3MlBLQnlpVjU0ck5aVFdaemlrQ2tRc3VDS05OYz0=
https://beacon.by/dashboard/ebooks-edit/138188#/pages/1232389
https://beacon.by/dashboard/ebooks-edit/138188#/pages/1369313
https://beacon.by/dashboard/ebooks-edit/138188#/pages/1369400
https://beacon.by/dashboard/ebooks-edit/138188#/pages/1369430
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Special Considerations in Champion
Selection for Speci�ic Topics (continued)

--

Information Governance

▢ Familiarity with your company’s information architecture and processes  

▢ Experience in “record intensive” company functions  

▢ Knowledge of the data classification and policies and procedures at your
company  

▢  Experience with administering information repositories (ex: SharePoint,
OneDrive, Box)   

▢ Experience in appropriately securing confidential information 

ESG

▢ Knowledge of the basic elements of environmental and social responsibility    

▢ Familiarity with how your company manages facilities and/or property  

▢ Individuals involved in the company’s initiatives  

▢ Familiarity with your company’s diversity, charitable or community-based
initiatives 

▢  Knowledge of the ESG issues and risks involved in the company’s procurement
and supply chain management  

▢ Knowledge of general environmental and social risks your company faces 

Plan        Do      Check      Act   

https://beacon.by/dashboard/ebooks-edit/138188#/pages/1232389
https://beacon.by/dashboard/ebooks-edit/138188#/pages/1369313
https://beacon.by/dashboard/ebooks-edit/138188#/pages/1369400
https://beacon.by/dashboard/ebooks-edit/138188#/pages/1369430
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Special Considerations for Remote Workers
Maintaining a culture of compliance when many people are working from home
has unique challenges. The challenge is building a cohesive compliance
culture when your entire workforce may be spread between homes and offices. 

Throughout this Guide, we offer tips for getting your remote workforce to
understand the importance of compliance and to commit to it under
challenging and sometimes unfamiliar working conditions. 

Now more than ever, every organization needs to have a designated
Champion. Employees need to know who to turn to with questions or concerns
about compliance. 

But beyond responding to questions and influencing how people behave when
working remotely, the Champion needs to understand how people are reacting
to this new working environment. There may be fatigue from the blurred line
between work life and personal life. Employees may be juggling their work with
new child care or schooling challenges. In addition, there may be business
pressures that lead to taking shortcuts or bending the rules. 

Ethisphere is a supporter of The Cyber Readiness Institute (CRI). Here are a few
of CRI’s resources to support a remote workforce.

--

Data Protection Basics for Remote
Workers

Tips for a Cyber Ready Remote
Workforce 

Plan        Do      Check      Act   

https://bela.ethisphere.com/resource/cri-data-protection-remote-work/
https://bela.ethisphere.com/resource/cri-tips-remote-workforce/
https://bela.ethisphere.com/resource/cri-tips-remote-workforce/
https://beacon.by/dashboard/ebooks-edit/138188#/pages/1232389
https://beacon.by/dashboard/ebooks-edit/138188#/pages/1369313
https://beacon.by/dashboard/ebooks-edit/138188#/pages/1369400
https://beacon.by/dashboard/ebooks-edit/138188#/pages/1369430
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Performance and ROI Metrics

Approvals

It’s important to have some metrics for the Champion Program. It will help you
measure and communicate its effectiveness. Metrics are important to PDCA and
continual improvement, because you can’t improve what you don’t measure. These
metrics will show shared success between the Champion Program Leader, the
Champion and their Senior Leader — and how the company has benefited.  

▢ X% increase in people in the Champion’s sphere completing and passing the related
training

▢ X% of employees aware of key policies and procedures

▢ X% of employees aware of how to raise questions, concerns, or suggestions

▢ Improvement projects completed utilizing the Champion network

▢ Compliance program materials or trainings have been localized (for example,
language, culture, or practices)

The final step in the Plan stage is to get the necessary approvals so you can spring
into action. It is important to get approvals and “buy-in” from Senior Management at
the corporate level and from Senior Leaders in each function or location. You can use
the resources referenced in this guide to build a presentation to Senior
Management. Once you get their approval, you can use the presentation to
introduce the Champion Program to the Senior Leaders in the functions and
regional/local offices. 

Tip: Keep it simple. Identify the specific benefits to each audience you are
seeking approval from. Build momentum during the planning stage by getting
cross-functional input. As you scope the initial roll-out, target departments and
locations that will be receptive.   

--

Access the slide deck with
additional resources and
templates for Stage 1: PLAN   

Plan        Do      Check      Act   
--

https://bela.ethisphere.com/resource/champion-plan-template
https://beacon.by/dashboard/ebooks-edit/138188#/pages/1232389
https://beacon.by/dashboard/ebooks-edit/138188#/pages/1369313
https://beacon.by/dashboard/ebooks-edit/138188#/pages/1369400
https://beacon.by/dashboard/ebooks-edit/138188#/pages/1369430
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DO

The planning is over. It’s time to
start the roll-out and “Do.” The key

actions are to announce the
Champion Program, select and train

the Champions, and get the
Champions going. 

Plan        Do      Check      Act   

https://beacon.by/dashboard/ebooks-edit/138188#/pages/1232389
https://beacon.by/dashboard/ebooks-edit/138188#/pages/1369313
https://beacon.by/dashboard/ebooks-edit/138188#/pages/1369400
https://beacon.by/dashboard/ebooks-edit/138188#/pages/1369430
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Introduction: Do

In this section, we provide guidance to walk you through the Do stage with
links to resources you can use to implement your own Champion Program.  It is
important to clearly differentiate between how you train the Champions (train-
the-trainer) and how the Champions train the people in their sphere. 

Our guidance is directly targeted for you to “select” the Champions, but it can
be adapted if you choose to have people “apply” to be Champions .

Tip: When you are starting your Champion Program, it probably makes
more sense to select people. You can switch to an application process once
the program is established. 

From BELA member company Eaton, here is the workflow and timeline for
launching their Champion Program.

--

Plan        Do      Check      Act   

https://beacon.by/dashboard/ebooks-edit/138188#/pages/1232389
https://beacon.by/dashboard/ebooks-edit/138188#/pages/1369313
https://beacon.by/dashboard/ebooks-edit/138188#/pages/1369400
https://beacon.by/dashboard/ebooks-edit/138188#/pages/1369430
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Select the Champions

The first step is to let the appropriate people know you are launching a
Champion Program and looking for Champions. How you position and
announce the Champion Program has a big impact on its ultimate success.
It is important to think about “what’s in it” for the Champion, their direct
managers, and Senior Leaders in their function or location . Keep in mind
that the goal of the Champion Program is to embed compliance into how
each function and location operates. The Senior Leaders play a key role in
its success —  and they benefit from the results.  

Senior Leaders in each department or location should have a good idea of
who would be an effective Champion. Get their input. The Champions
need to be respected and trusted in the eyes of their peers.  

Also, within the scope of your program, select Champions at all
appropriate organization levels, in each function, and in each geographic
region. The number of Champions is up to you, but it is important to
ultimately cover appropriate levels, functions, and locations. Remember,
you may want to start with a pilot and then expand the Program.  

Tip: Make sure to feature Senior Management support from
headquarters in your announcement. Consider having the
announcement come from the CEO or a senior executive, or using
quotes from them.   

Here are two sample documents to help you get the word out:

--

 A communication to the Senior Leaders  
introducing the program and asking for their
support in identifying the right candidates
An attachment for the Senior Leade r   to forward
to the candidates explaining the program, their
role, and the benefits to them

Access the
communication

examples

Plan        Do      Check      Act   

https://beacon.by/dashboard/ebooks-edit/138188#/pages/1232389
https://beacon.by/dashboard/ebooks-edit/138188#/pages/1369313
https://beacon.by/dashboard/ebooks-edit/138188#/pages/1369400
https://beacon.by/dashboard/ebooks-edit/138188#/pages/1369430
https://bela.ethisphere.com/resource/champion-leadership-comms/
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Train the Champions

Champion Training Material Outline

Once the Champions have been selected, the next step is to provide them with
training. You can think of training the Champions as a “train-the-trainer”
program because they will be cascading your message in their sphere. 

Here’s an outline and a resource for you to use on how to structure effective
Champion training. As you’ll see from the outline, most of the Champion
training program is applicable to any topic, but this is one area where
additional training is needed based on the Program’s specific topics. You will
need to tailor some of the material to your company, your risks and the specific
timing for your Champion Program. 

▢ Goal of the Champion Program

▢  Their overall role 

▢ Benefits to them and the company

▢ Training on the specific topic (pull out section the Champion can use to train
others) 

▢ Their authority (and its limitations)

▢ Their responsibilities

▢ Special considerations for remote work

▢ Reporting to their management and Champion Program Leader 

▢ How to excel as a Champion

▢ Intro to their communication kit (pull out section the Champion can use) 

--

Access the  Champion Training
Program resource slide deck 

Plan        Do      Check      Act   
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The Champion training needs to educate Champions about their role
and responsibilities, but it also needs to give guidance on the limits to
their role and authority. Here’s an example of how BELA member
company Teradata communicates the limits to their Champions.

--

Plan        Do      Check      Act   
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Special Considerations in Champion Training
for Speci�ic Topics
Where a Champions program is focused on a particular topic, the training to
the Champion and from the Champion to the employees in their sphere needs
to be tailored. 

--

Data Privacy 

▢ Review of relevant laws and regulations (e.g. GDPR, CCPA)

▢ Understand the principles behind the laws Operational requirements to comply
with the data privacy laws 

▢ What are considered “reasonable steps” in data privacy

▢ Relationship of information governance to data privacy and cybersecurity

▢ How to assess risk in the Champion’s sphere

Anti-Corruption 

▢ Review of relevant laws and regulations (e.g. U.S. Foreign Corrupt Practices Act,
UK Bribery Act)

▢ Overview of third-party risk management (e.g. due diligence, selection, on-
boarding, monitoring

▢  Use of scenario’s to make anti-corruption training effective Basic definitions of
bribery, “anything of value”, government official, etc.

▢ Importance of effective reporting channels

▢ How to assess risk in the Champion’s sphere 

Plan        Do      Check      Act   
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Special Considerations in Champion Training
for Speci�ic Topics (continued)
Where a Champions program is focused on a particular topic, the training to
the Champion and from the Champion to the employees in their sphere needs
to be tailored. 

--

Information Governance

▢ Review of relevant industry-specific laws, regulations or industry-standards (e.g.
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act,

▢ Overview of the company’s information governance program

▢ Introduction to principles of information governance

▢ Overview of data classification and access control

▢ Relationship of information governance to data privacy and cybersecurity

▢ How to assess risk in the Champion’s sphere 

ESG

▢ Review of relevant laws, regulations and standards (e.g. UN Global Compact,
Equator Principles)

▢ Practical definition of ESG

▢ Current issues in ESG – globally and regionally

▢ Importance of stakeholder engagement

▢ Role of ESG rating agencies

▢ How to assess risk in the Champion’s sphere 

Plan        Do      Check      Act   
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Champion Communication Kit

You want to make sure that there is a consistent message coming from
you to the Champions and from the Champions to the employees in
their sphere. Providing the Champions with a communication kit is an
efficient way to accomplish this. We designed the Champion training to
include the following elements that the Champions can extract and use
to train their employees and communicate about the compliance
program:  

Introductory Awareness Training
FAQs
Reporting Concerns

You need to make sure that your Champions are prepared to answer
questions and can provide clear guidance on how to report a concern. 

The Communication Kit  you provide them makes it easier for them — 
and it helps you ensure consistency throughout your organization.   

--

Plan        Do      Check      Act   
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Here is an example of how BELA member company Teradata communicates the
various ways that employees can report a concern or get more information.  

--

Plan        Do      Check      Act   
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Champion Communication Ideas

In addition to the formal training, it is important to frequently communicate
about compliance topics to build and maintain awareness. This is true for
your communications to Champions and for Champions' communications
to employees in their sphere . Here are some methods that have proven to
be effective:

Regular column in the company newsletter
Posters
Postcards
Email templates
Screensavers
Micro-learning modules (60-90 second audio or video)
Monthly compliance days
Hand-out on myths and realities about reporting concerns

Here are some tips for how you can build an effective communication
program that is consistently implemented. For maximum efficiency, design
your communications to the Champions so they can reuse them to
communicate within their sphere.

Provide the Champions with the communication materials so there is a
consistent message —  make sure that the materials are aligned with the
corporate graphic standards (e.g., colors, typeface, communication
style) 

Tip:  Reach out to your Communications or Marketing department for
help, if you can .

Provide the Champions with a timeline so there is a consistent frequency  
 

Tip:  We recommend a short communication at least once a month and
a larger communication each quarter. 

Give the Champions the flexibility to use different communication

--

Plan        Do      Check      Act   
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Here’s an example of how BELA member company JLL plans their
communication and incorporates compliance messages into routine
meetings.  

--

Plan        Do      Check      Act   
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Special Considerations for Remote Workers

Many companies now have a substantial number of remote workers or
hybrid remote/office workers. Communication is one area where your
methods will need to be adapted to the remote/office hybrid workplace.
Building and maintaining culture in this environment requires new ways
of communicating. 

The Champions play a critical role in cascading and personalizing the
compliance message.  They need to become the face and voice of the
compliance message to the people in their sphere that are working
remotely.  Here are some remote work tips for your Champions :

Start each virtual meeting with one minute on compliance —  tell a
story, provide a statistic, or give a tip

Pick a monthly sub-theme within the overall compliance topic (e.g.,
within anti-corruption it could be entertainment for one month, then
charitable contributions; within data protection it could be the use of
central file sharing for one month, then use of personal devices)

 Proactively send a regular email asking employees how they are
doing and if they have any questions or concerns about the
compliance topic 

--

Communication piece
from The Cyber
Readiness Institute on
Dos and Don’ts for
Remote Workers as a
reminder of smart
practices when working
online

Plan        Do      Check      Act   
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Establish Baseline Performance Metrics

You want to be able to report on the Champion Program’s impact, and
in order to report on improvement, you have to establish a baseline.
Before the Champion launches their local training and awareness program,
you need to establish a baseline so you can capture all of the impact.   

Refer back to the Performance Metrics from your Planning stage. Usually it
is your role, as the Champion Program Leader, to collect and manage the
metrics. 

Depending on the current maturity of your compliance program, you may
already have many of these metrics. For example, if you have been doing
compliance training, you may know the percentage of people passing the
related quiz or test. Check within your company for any existing baseline
statistics. 

 If you are starting from scratch, we suggest adding the following three
questions into your company’s existing culture survey. If none exist, we
suggest starting with a very short survey —  as little as the questions below.  

Unless otherwise noted, 1 indicates "completely unaware" and 5 indicates
"extremely aware." 

▢ On a 1-5 scale: Rate your awareness of the specific elements of the
policies and procedures related to [the specific compliance topic]. 

▢ On a 1-5 scale: Are you aware of how to access the policies and
procedures related to [the specific compliance topic]? 

▢ On a 1-5 scale: Rate your awareness of how to raise questions,
concerns, or suggestions concerning [the specific compliance topic]. 

▢ On a 1-5 scale: Rate how well the program materials or trainings have
been localized or customized for your function or location. (1 no
customization – 5 thorough customization)

--

Plan        Do      Check      Act   
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Champion Trains the Workforce 

The Champions are trained and ready to go. You’ve provided them with
training materials, a communication kit, and a timeline. It’s important for
you to maintain communication with your Champions and their
respective Senior Leaders. Remember, the ultimate goal is to embed
compliance in how the business function or location operates. Ongoing
involvement of the Senior Leader is critical.  

Tip: Check in with the Champion and Senior Leader a day or two
before they launch their training. Have a prep call with the Champion
to review the materials and answer any questions.  

At this point, your role is to support the Champion and collect feedback.
Think of the Plan-Do-Check-Act cycle. The Champion is in the Do stage,
but you’re moving ahead to the Check stage .

--

Plan        Do      Check      Act   
--
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CHECK

Your role in the Check stage is to
monitor and evaluate the

effectiveness of the Champion
Program and the individual
Champion’s performance .

Plan        Do      Check      Act   
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Introduction: Check

The Champions have launched the training program in their function or
location. Time to check to see how it went. A key part of your role in the
Check stage is to facilitate and maintain open communication between:

The Champion, their Senior Leader, and you
The Champion network and you

It is important in the beginning that the Champions feel supported by
you and connected to the other Champions. We suggest a two-step
approach to gathering initial feedback:  

Individual calls with each Champion so you can have an open
conversation
A Champion group call, so the Champions can learn from each other 

Building communication between the Champions is a critical element of
the program. Your program will mature more quickly if you facilitate
knowledge sharing between the Champions. One way to do this is to
create a shared file site or intranet channel where Champions can
communicate with each other. The group calls mentioned above are
also a valuable method.  

--

Plan        Do      Check      Act   
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Here is the diagram we introduced in the Plan stage showing the ideal
communication flow for a Champion Program. 

Here’s an example of how BELA member company Intel facilitates
communication between Champions.

--

Plan        Do      Check      Act   
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Monitoring the Milestones

Collecting the Metrics

After the initial training is complete, it’s time to roll out the ongoing
communication program. Your role is to provide project management
support for the Champions to help them stick to their timeline and
monitor their progress. You also need to make sure to keep each
Champion’s Senior Leader informed and involved. You will get the best
results if the three of you become an efficient team. As we mentioned,
you are like the three legs of a stool.  

Part of your ongoing responsibility as the Champion Program Leader is
to oversee collecting the metrics. How you do this will vary based on
your company. Don’t forget about this critical aspect of your program.
The metrics are a key part of your reporting and are needed as the basis
for continual improvement as you go to the Act stage. Remember, you
can’t improve what you don’t measure.  

--

Plan        Do      Check      Act   
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Reporting

There are a few aspects to the reporting:

Reporting from the Champions to you (the Program Leader) on their
sphere  
Reporting from you back to the Champions and Senior Leaders on
the overall Champion Program
Reporting from you to Senior Management on the overall Champion
Program 

 It will make your reporting a lot more efficient if all of your Champions
use a consistent reporting format. We’ve provided an example of a
reporting template that you can use and modify as needed. You may
want to send the sheet out or have it hosted on a central file-sharing site
so each Champion can enter their own information. The Champions
need to be sensitive about what their role is and knowing what to
report. Providing a reporting template will help to focus them on the
proper metrics and topics. 

It is also really important for you to hear from the Champions about
their experience. One great way to do this is to have each Champion
complete a short self-assessment. The purpose is to get their opinion of
how the Program is going and how they think they are doing.

Here’s a resource with some sample questions you can use. 

As part of monitoring the Champion’s performance, it is important to
keep a simple record of their participation, their success in meeting the
timeline, and the impact on the compliance program in their sphere.
These records are useful when you discuss their performance.   

--

Plan        Do      Check      Act   
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Addressing Challenges

An effective Champion Program demands ongoing attention and
frequent communication. However, it does not require a lot of time once
it is running. Along the way you, and each Champion, are likely to
encounter some challenges. Here are some typical challenges:

Employees are not paying attention to the Champion

Senior Leader is not providing enough support to the Champion or
you

Champion is not getting enough support from you

Champion feels they are isolated from other Champions

The core solution to all of these challenges is better communication.
Take another look at the communication channels diagram to see how
you’re doing.  

Tips for Better Communication —  especially with a remote workforce:

Have a monthly “All Champion Check-in” call

Send a monthly email to the Senior Leaders with updates

Check in with the employees directly to get their feedback

Send a quarterly message from your Senior Management to reinforce
the importance of compliance and the purpose of the Champion
Program

--

Plan        Do      Check      Act   
--
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ACT

Act is the final stage in the continual
improvement cycle and, in some
ways, the beginning of the next

cycle.  

Plan        Do      Check      Act   
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Introduction: Act

Evolving to Meet New Risks

This is where you take action to revise the Champion Program as
necessary.

There may be obvious things you need to change or improve. But at the
very least, it is time to analyze the results and move ahead in the cycle to
the next Plan stage. 

In the Act stage, it is important to review all of the elements of your
initial Champion Program plan and make adjustments based on results
and metrics. Consider the following areas as needed:

Selection criteria
Champion Program Leader role
Champion role
Champions (personnel)
Training
Communications
Monitoring
Metrics
Reporting

If you started with a pilot program that was focused on key functions or
regions, it’s time to plan for a broader roll-out. Think about changes in
the risk environment. These could be internal risk factors resulting from
acquisitions, expansion into new markets, or the introduction of new
products/services. Or they may be external risk factors resulting from
new regulations or enforcement guidelines. In either case, your
Champion Program needs to be flexible to adapt to the changing risk
environment —  regardless of which specific topic it is focused on.  

--

Plan        Do      Check      Act   
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Replacing Champions

There are three reasons you will need to replace Champions:

• Champion is not performing

• Champion leaves the function or location (or company)

• Two-year term limit ends

One consideration in the Act stage is how to motivate or replace
Champions that are not performing. We suggest using the metrics as
the basis for the discussion. Using data on their level of participation
and success in meeting the timelines will make it easier to justify a
change, if needed. 

Remember, being a Champion is a volunteer job that may or may not
be part of their performance review. They may no longer feel they have
the time or interest to be effective in the role. If you need to replace a
Champion before their two-year term limit, having the support of the
Senior Leader is important. 

When a Champion’s term ends or they leave their role, it is important to
plan for a transition period. You want the Champion’s knowledge and
experience to be transferred to the new Champion. It is also a good
idea to involve the Champion and the Senior Leader in selecting a
replacement. 

--
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Next Step in the Cycle

Celebrate Success

Once you have reviewed the Program and determined what action is
needed, it’s time to re-enter the Plan stage. You will make any needed
adjustment to the Plan and move ahead to the Do stage. Embrace the
continual improvement cycle and your Champion Program will be
sustainable and successful. You will see measurable improvement that
shows that compliance is more and more embedded into how each
function and location operates.   

Congratulations on your accomplishments. An important part of
building a compliance culture is celebrating success. Take the time to
share the Champion Program's accomplishments and thank everyone
involved. Pausing to celebrate success creates a ripple effect in your
company and rejuvenates the team for the next cycle in the continual
improvement journey.  

--
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